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Whoa! Time to Stop This Water-Shortage Stupidity! 

By Lorry Wagner, March 21, 2018 
 

When Brown and the Sacramento stupidity arose my dander also arose. The 
more I read the more angry I have become. When this Ridgecrest group; i.e., 
the Indian Wells Valley Groundwater Authority (hereinafter referenced as 
IWVGA), was formed to “study” the Indian Wells Valley’s “so-called” water  
problem my first thought was that this could do nothing but grow and grow and 
become a political nightmare for all of those of us who own rural property and 
supply our own water from our own wells including all repairs, maintenance 
operating costs, charges for electric for pumping, etc., etc.  
 
First, I would get rid of the final part of the name…”Authority!” By whose au-
thority…not mine! That opens the door to the above-described political night-
mare by people thinking they have some kind of AUTHORITY! Words have 
consequences, especially in the political world which seems often to include 
large numbers of attorneys and lawyers! 
 
Every action of this group that has been reported to date tells this group has 
very little knowledge or understanding of what they are doing. The last couple 
of reports support my “expansion-of-government” concerns. The first report 
indicating the Ridgecrest group has formed a committee to check into taxing or 
charging a fee to private well owners for every gallon pumped and the second 
indicating Sacramento is trying to also get involved in “taxing” water was the 
flashing red signal that this mess that originated in Sacramento must come to a 
screeching halt before doing terrible damage to this State and the citizens’ pri-
vate-property rights and water thereon rights. 
 
Before my head explodes with anger and shock at the obvious intrusion into 
the lives of so many Californians, myself included, I’m going to share “my 
pearls of wisdom” having lived off Mother Nature in one form or another for 
most of my life. In other words, my family or myself have provided my own 
food and water in coordination with Mother Nature…NOT GOVERNMENT! 



First, I will address the report from this IWVGA indicating it is too expensive to import water. No, not if one 
actual understands and acknowledges what made the “incoming” water to our underground water pool start 
shrinking.  Remember, droughts last only for periods of time and then Mother Nature brings back our water 
inflow. However, the water that should be flowing from the high Sierras down through Owens Valley into 
our water table was “INTERRUPTED” by being usurped by the Los Angeles Aqueduct circa 1913 by Real 
Estate and Developer greed in the Los Angeles area, especially Mulholland! It is my understanding this was 
done underhanded, illegally and basically LA stole our water. This action shut down water to most of the 
Owens valley ranches and farm operations which destroyed a line of our food supply. This diverting of natu-
ral water flow by Los Angeles creating their aqueduct shut down Mother Nature’s flow of water into and 
through Owens Valley and which ultimately flowed into the IWV underground water pool. 
 
This mess started in 1902 when initially The Reclamation Act was enacted by Congress with planning begin-
ning on a federal reclamation project in the Owns Valley for irrigation of as much of 185,000 acres as possi-
ble. In 1905 Los Angeles started their intervention of the stealing of water from Mother Natures’ natural 
flowing down Owens Valley on to IWV underground reserves. Thus, I believe Los Angeles “OWES” IWV 
all the gallons of water they have actually “STOLEN” from us over all these years from 1913 on when that 
intruding aqueduct started operating …AT NO CHARGE TO US! Have members of these committees pur-
sued that obvious conclusion? There are legal entities that will pursue such cases of government interference 
with citizens’ rights! 
 
Then I address any “over usage” in our IWV at this time as being the fault of Kern County. It is Kern County 
that has approved all the huge plots of agriculture zoning and the deep wells needed to water same here in 
IWV. It is Kern County that has approved the breaking down of large property pieces out here were many of 
us moved onto areas originally zoned agriculture as 20 and 30 + acre pieces/single-family resident in order to 
live the  peaceful lives we were/are seeking and enable us to take care of ourselves, growing some of our 
food included. All the acreage around me was that way and that’s why Larry and I bought this land and built 
our home after we drilled our well and knew we had water. After we had lived here for many years, Kern 
County decided to rezone this area to Estate size of as small as acres (allowing same to be allowed to down-
sized to 2 ½ acres) which adds up to many more people on wells and higher water usage via smaller parcels 
which cannot support individual independency as originally zoned. In addition, those of us living in this par-
ticular area were never notified of this zone changing as a pending action nor as a completed action. I did 
manage to hear rumors, found out about it, immediately contacted Kern County and rather loudly gave ‘em 
he!!, thus my property zoning is still 20-acre minimum agriculture. Thus, I believe it was an illegal action, 
just so Kern County could collect more property taxes. NO! KERN COUNTY! You don’t get to do that. Stop 
SPENDING instead of trying to funnel more tax $’s out of our economy to support your more foolish spend-
ing! 
 
Man cannot regulate nor control Mother Nature. Man learns to live with it. And this problem proves that…
look how government interference has cause a big problem that would not exist in any dangerous form if Los 
Angeles and Mulholland real estate had kept politics out of it and never stolen our replenishing water source 
in the first place. 
 
Now, let’s address this “pumping fee.” Why should we independent citizens pay anyone for a fee levied on 
our own private water wells on our own private property which we financially maintain 100%, including 
paying high property taxes. Ever hear of PROPERTY RIGHTS and WATER RIGHTS? People have fought 
wars over that issue in the past, many people died in the process, but water rights always won in the courts. 
Right up front, I will state that I will fight this nonsense as long as I live here which includes until I die. But I 
will list questions here for those who don’t understand that this group is discussing taking our money to fund 
actions with will hurt us. Does that make sense? Not from my perspective. 
 
Let’s have some clarification on this “levy a pumping fee.” Who gets to pay this government-imposed thiev-
ery?  Here’s a starting list! 
 
1. Private property owners with private wells who want to live a quiet and peaceful life in a rural atmos-
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phere…that’s a given according to reports. I certainly will never live on a city lot or tiny parcel of land…
the expression my ancestors always used was “don’t want to live so close to others I can hear them cuss the 
cat or argue with the ‘old lady’ ”as it was expressed at the time. 

 
2. Does Indian Well Valley Water District fall under having to pay a “pumping fee” on all the water they 

pump?    That’s the only way to logically charge all IWV residents on IWVWD water for their share of this 
horrifying fee. We all know that IWVWD will simply pass on any fee to be included in their customers’ 
water bills since business just doesn’t pay fees and taxes…they pass those charges on. Certainly this fee is 
added to all water bills since any-such fee could not be restricted to just privately-owned water wells and 
just bypass city-water users! 

 
3. Does the City of Ridgecrest stop the expansion of land development and building at this point to stop addi-

tional usage of water, both residential and commercial? This proposed Indian Gambling Casino comes to 
mind, for one! 

 
4. What about the sewer plants? Who will pay this fee for that water usage? Do all people on city sewer pay a       

fee…again added to their sewer bill?. Oops, they will have to pay twice since, I think, sewer water comes 
from IWVWD! 

 
5. Does the Naval Weapons Center fall under having to pay a “pumping fee” on all the water they pump?  

Don’t think the Federal Government will stand for that, but the base uses huge amounts of water. Here’s a 
big hole. Who pays the fee for Federal water usage?  The land they lease is owned by the people...NOT 
BLM or the Department of Interior.  These two government entities ONLY manage this property. 

 
6.   What about Trona? Do they still bring water to  Searles Valley from here in IWV as they used to via  that 
     pipeline that runs through Poison Canyon?  Haven’t kept up  with that, so don’t have the answer right at 
     this time. Will have to do a bit of research on this one. 
 
That’s just a start to the list and questions generated by plans of this IWVGA group. Bottom line here is that 
any such idea of raising money for this group to spend is a bad move including $’s for attorneys which I vehe-
mently oppose. Attorneys usually cause more problems then they avoid or side step. We do not need to give 
any authority to any government entity to raise $’s to destroy our way of life in Ridgecrest and the Indian 
Wells Valley. We “may” have to defend lowering water tables (that has not yet been proven…Mother Nature 
and water theft from us determine whether or not that is a reality), but there are better ways to accomplish Sac-
ramento’s mandate, which is also illegal to start with. 
 
I believe the real place to start is for all the voting citizens of California to repeal the stupidity of this foolish 
and stupid act opening this dangerous door passed in Sacramento by Brown and crew with their up-in-the-air 
mandates made with no background knowledge by POLITICIANS. Get rid of this huge mistake and all this 
mess it is causing goes away. There are far better ways to solve any water-shortage problems by working with-
in the boundaries of Mother Nature…NOT THE CALIFORNIA GOVERNMENT! I trust Mother Nature 1 
million times billions of times more than any politician or government- instigated interference. 
 
Cc: News Review 
 Valley Independent 
 Pacific Legal Foundation 
 American Civil Liberties Union 
 Congressman Kevin McCarthy 
 Jean Fuller, State Senator 
 Vince Fong, California Assembly 
 
NOTE: The above article may not be edited by anyone without the expressed permission of 
Lorry Wagner, author of the above article. Contact information is: 
lorrysda@gmail.com 
760-377-5579 
8222 Athel 
Inyokern, CA 93527          Dated:  March 21, 2018 
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The above picture shows exactly what the LADPD has done to the productive properties in the Ow-
ens Valley.  Los Angeles’s taking all that water down to the Los Angeles areas through their two 

aqueducts have destroyed both agriculture and ranching though out our  
Sierra Nevada Mountain Range’s eastern side. 

 
In addition this draining started when the first aqueduct opened in 1915, dropping the levels of our 

own entire IWV slowly over all those years since. 
   

So, we now BLAME DROUGHT for the current levels of water throughout our IWV! 
If we shut down LA’s aqueducts today we would not be endangered by any “DROUGHT” problem.  

Can we do that?    
 

Not only yes, but absolutely yes! 
Send LA to Desalination! 

“Our Plan” Includes the Over-all Plan to accomplish this long-overdue action to: 
  

ACCOMPLISH FREEING OUR WATER from LA’s “TAKINC” 
AND REINSTATING NATURAL FLOW SO WE HAVE ALL OUR WATER BACK 

 TO SERVICE WE, THE LAND OWNERS AND  RESIDENTS OF THE EASTERN SIDE  
OF OUR SIERRA NEVADA MOUNTAIN RANGE! 

LADWP’s tunnels to accommodate their 
aqueduct water  from Owens Valley to LA 

area, circa between 1905 and 1913. 

Why didn’t we stop them before they got 
started? 



 
Permission to Reprint in Our Newsletters 

Given By:  Mike Neal 
From Facebook, June 24, 2021 

 
 

I’ll tell you what it takes.  It takes more than 5 to 10 irate Citizens in the meeting calling them to task.  It takes 
more than a couple of “Committees” that they have a history of ignoring.  It even takes more than 5,000 signa-
tures saying “We don’t like your water tax” or 3,000 signatures on a referendum call for a vote on the same 
water tax.  The GA is holding the record for NOT LISTENING.  Four of the current members still have 
plugged ears, the only one listening is Mr. Rajtora.  So-one last effort can be tried to get their ears opened up.  
The next GA meeting on July 14 should be opened to the public to FINALLY get back in the meeting room 
with the, unless their lawyers cook up some bogus excuse to shut us out once again.  If that meeting had over 
100 unhappy Citizens there at 11:00 ready to tell them what they think about this, at least they’ll have a hard 
time reading or looking at their phones and ignoring us like before.  Certainly when a few people yell at them 
and tell them to listen or leave the room they may listen a little better. 
 
So, get your friends and neighbors to come at that time and just tell them what you think.  Per California law, 
you have to be given your 3 minutes and they can’t refuse you it, unless they want to get hauled to Court.  Just 
be somewhat civil and—no threats please.  But everything else is free game.  Signs are good, documents sup-
porting your statements are great, clapping in support of speakers is really great—and they can’t pull the old 
trick of saying—no clapping please—that is free speech protected by law. 
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Okay, folks.  Where do you think our so-called "drought problem" comes from?  What do you think has 
"caused" this problem.  The answer is very simple...it's two-fold!  Fold 1 is Mother Nature doing her thing as 
she has done for millions of year!  Fold 2 is 1)"government ignorant interference in order to suck up $'s into 
their coffers via permitting ending in property taxes coupled with 2) Real Estate huge expansion of building in 
large areas that cannot provide their own water so they "take" it from other areas thus basically stealing water 
from folks, businesses, farms and ranches that actually own that water; YES, stealing it".   
 
There's much more detail for which there is no room here, but it is a fact that ONLY our legal voters can stop 
this all the way from local areas to county, to state and all the way up to Federal.  We here in the Indian Wells 
Valley, California, located on the eastern side of the Sierra Nevada Mountain Range...when we realized that 
the LA Department of Water and Power in bed with the State of California that created SGMA (illegal mess) 
had been turned loose (again, illegally) to take full control of any water areas they could grab (illegally) and 
suck $'s for water into their pockets to say nothing of CONTROL OVER ALL THE PEOPLE...grabbed the bit 
in our teeth and did the research, found the correct path at the correct government level, put the plan together 
that will stop all this  "takeover the people" by government combined with Real Estate promoting disastrous 
expansion, the  results of which have devastated our US Constitutional freedom to live our lives and live on 
our own property which has its own water or a developed city/town/etc. which also has its own water  across 
Southern California like LADWP.  Yes, all that "politically created" agenda can be thrown out and corrected. 
 
Remember one thing, folks.  WATER SHOULD NEVER BE SOLD...PERIOD!  Water is the number one, 
primary requirement for life for nearly every living man, animal, aquatic, etc., etc., on earth.  The ONLY 
charge for bringing water to "we the people" must be  limited to the cost of pumping that water, the pipelines 
moving the water to the destination which that surface or aquifer serves and maintenance of same...NEVER 
FOR THE WATER, itself.   
 
And...CERTAINLY...never for government entities spending $'s to mess around with our water with their UN
-knowledgeable stupidity and without our permission to spend those $'s.  We registered voters passed laws in 
1978…”California Proposition 13” and “California Proposition 4” in 1979...which clearly state that if Califor-
nia passes anything that carries expenditures down to counties, cities and/or individuals California must pay 
for those expenses.  Any “additions” added by CA state attorneys, etc., are not approved by we, the voting cit-
izens.  As we all know, the State of California tries to obfuscate their responsibilities mandated by the voting 
citizens with “sneaked-in” language usually incorporated in “other” propositions, etc.  NO!  IWVGA/SGMA/
CA GOVERNMENT...we will not put up with that!  You, California Government,  pay all the bills generated 
by the IWVGA/SGMA/State of California as we, the voting citizens ordered you to do so in 1978! 
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SO!  LADWP  CONTINUES TO HIDE THEIR TRUE AGENDA 
WITH FLIMSY EXCUSES AND CLAIMS HOW THEY ARE SO DEDICATED 

TO “Preservation and restoration of the Owens Valley”  HA! 
 

First problem is that  the annual “Los Angeles Department of Water and Power’s 2021 Annual Owens Valley Report” 
has not yet been available for us on line.  We do not know whether this is because is has not been issued to date or if it is 
just not available on line yet, as it has been for many years.  It is this report that gives us the agreed upon amount of wa-
ter LADWP is allowed to take annually into their aqueducts from Owens Valley.  Instead, so far the following statement 
is on-line from LADWP telling all how good they are and how hard they are working for “preservation and restoration, 
etc.”   
 
Second, LADWP is “taking” more and more water, up to 460,000 acre feet (so far) in the 2017-2018 agreement year be-
tween LADWP and Inyo County!  Remember, folks, IWV only uses approximately 30,000 acre feet annually including 
all the recent agriculture expansion plus the amount going to Searles Valley Minerals!  As you know, our local GA 
thinks the answer is to raise $’s to pay for their “unauthorized/approved” spending by charging our agriculture farms and 
Searles Valley Minerals exorbitant fees and driving them out of business.  What worse interference can government im-
pose...ILLEGALLY, too! 
 
If LA is sent to desalination...which is the absolute necessary and inevitable requirement...where would that 460,000 acre 
feet go?  How about Owens Lake refilling and between lake overflow and resumption of full-flowing aquifers on down 
to us and beyond,  IWV would easily outlive the natural drought years Mother Nature periodically has brought forth for 
thousands of years.   
 

The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power Continues its Commitment to the 
 Preservation and Restoration of the Owens Valley 

 
Los Angeles, CA (May 27, 2021) – LADWP is adapting annual operations to meet the low runoff in the Owens Valley, 
forecasted at a mere 55% of normal. As a result, groundwater pumping will only be 34-41% of what is allocated under 
the long-term agreement (Water Agreement) with Inyo County. All groundwater, coupled with the severely limited run-
off, will go to local water systems, fisheries, ranch lease operations, recreation, and environmental enhancement and mit-
igation projects in Inyo County including dust control, river restoration, and wildlife protection. 

“Each year, Californians look to the mountains and the melting snow to gauge what’s in store for our finite, natural re-
source – the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power does the same,” said Adam Perez, LA Aqueduct Manager, 
LADWP. “Drier dries, wetter wets, hotter temperatures and year-round fire seasons are all indicative of a climate reality 
that makes year-to-year water conditions highly unpredictable. LADWP must in turn adapt our operations to prepare for 
drier times, balancing water supply needs with the needs of the evolving environment.” 

Over the years, LADWP has shifted its operations, leaving more water in the region for environmental efforts. Since im-
plementation of the Water Agreement, exports have been reduced by about half and 64 enhancement and mitigation pro-
jects are either complete or underway. 

The Lower Owens River Project (LORP), a collaboration between both LADWP and Inyo County, is one of the largest 
river restoration projects in the Western United States. The project commits to rewatering the full 62-mile reach of the 
Lower Owens River. 

Blackrock Waterfowl Management Area (BWMA) is a 1,500 acre off-river area within the LORP that LADWP operates 
and maintains for the benefit of resident and migratory water birds. LADWP manages and monitors water releases over 
500 acres to improve habitat conditions for local waterfowl. 

And at Owens Lake, LADWP has implemented the Owens Lake Dust Mitigation Program to improve air quality condi-
tions and is working in partnership with local stakeholders to continue to meet cultural and environmental needs associ-
ated with the project.  To date, this project has brought 48.6 square miles of previously emissive lakebed into air quality 
compliance translating into 99.3 % reduction in dust emissions. 

While we continue to balance supplies with the enhancement and protection of the Eastern Sierra, LADWP is also mak-
ing significant investments within city limits to reduce dependence on imported, purchased water and reduce overall 
consumption. We’re diversifying our supplies, committing to 100% recycled wastewater by 2035 and have reduced wa-
ter use by more than 40% over the last 30 years, even as the city’s population grew by more than one million people. 
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The reason the following  pages are repeated here is  

because more and more residents of not only our Indian Wells Valley and 
the state of California are new readers for each new issue, but also resi-

dents of other states have come aboard our readers’ list. 

 

So please just bear with the repeated pages and understand we have new 
readers continually joining us. 

 

Also, please feel free to share this Newsletter with all you know who are 
not only impacted by this government intrusion but also those who have a 

vote on anything that touches our overall water rights! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE:   Our website is undergoing some reconstruction at this time which only means I cannot add our most current 
additions,  but should be ready soon at which time you will all be notified.  This reconstruction includes more layers of 
protection from “hackers” trying to break in and collect email addresses.  This adds more layers and much more security 
to our website.  But all past newsletters are still available plus correspondence with our politicians, etc.!  The link to our 
current site is above in our “Title Block” on page 1 of this newsletter. 
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 Our Class-Action, Lawsuit Update! 
 
We continue to prepare for the “invasion of our property and water rights” by the IWVGA/SGMA/STATE OF CAL-
IFORNIA political attempt to take our water rights...actually our water, period...away from us so they can charge the 
California residents for any water they use, even from their own  privately drilled wells, pumps, water lines, pressure 
pumps and holding tanks, etc., and paid for all of these items required to bring a drink of water to the kitchen fauces 
the property owners. 
 
We bring the following forth from our past newsletters to keep our path clear in the minds of all our IWV residents!  
Another part of this action would be that it is not only the Indian Well Valley area fighting this battle, but also all the 
other many SGMA-designated areas of California that have already suffered great damage by government sticking 
their noses into the lives of many residents and businesses within our state and which has done huge amounts of 
damage or just flat destroyed their livelihoods.   
 
This is to inform all that we now have a very impressive list of legal entities who are very active in the areas of Class 
Action lawsuits.   
 
To be prepared in advance has always served the endangered party far better and faster then waiting until the ham-
mer has dropped. 
 
 
 

The Invitation to “Join In” the Discussions within this 
Newsletter Is Always Open! 

 
All contact information appears on the last page of our Newsletters.  Please feel free to join in with any information, 
thoughts and/or suggestions you may have to share or contribute your own article/information for our next issue.  
For instance, the picture below is of the Cadiz area of which LA is trying to take over control of that water in addi-
tion to private parties also trying to extract and remove water from here to sell for personal profit!  Political/personal 
moves like this that go unchallenged are what create the  damage to the area’s residential population within such are-
as as Owens Lake and the removal of much of our natural water flow to refill our own IWV aquifers by LA’s diver-
sion of up to 460,000 acre feet per year of water into their own two LA aqueducts.  We can never let down our 
guard...or WE LOSE!   
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HOW MUCH OF OUR WATER DOES LA TAKE? 
Overview Breakdown by Year of Water Diverted to 

Los Angeles’ Two Aqueducts 
for the 

Owens Valley/LADWP Contracts 2009 through Current Year 

The agreement for 2021 should be available very soon and will be added to this document as 
soon as it is available!! 

Year 
2021 

 
 
 

2020 
 

2019 
 

2018 
 

2017 
 

2016 
 

2015 
 

2014 
 

2013 
 

2012 
 

2011 
 

2010 
 

2009 
 

2008 
 

2007 
 

2006 
 

2005 

Acre-Feet Pumped/Year Into LA’s Two Aqueducts 
Not yet available...see page 3 for LADWP’s  

Article Promoting (excuses) for How Great They 
Are?????Hmmm!!! 

 
168,000 acre feet 

 
374,000 acre feet 

 
248,000 acre feet 

 
460,200 acre feet 

 
114,000 acre feet 

 
42,400 acre feet 

 
85,510 estimated acre feet 

 
140,500 acre feet 

 
101,900 acre feet 

 
91,000 acre feet 

 
86,000 acre feet 

 
66,800 acre feet   

 
73,706 acre feet*  (see bottom of page) 

 
73,706 acre feet* (see bottom of page) 

 
151,000 acre feet 

 
90,000 acre feet 

*Pending LA vs. Owens Valley Lawsuit Final Result 
 to Require LA reinstate water flow to Owens Lake 

This Page Updated in June 25, 2021 

Remember, folks, our IWV is using approximately 30,000 acre feet per year at this present time.  Shut 
down LA’s two aqueducts take and...after that water replenishes all it has raped to date...our IWV 

aquifer will fill up again! 
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We must stop the LADWP from “taking” water from Mono, Owens and Kern Counties.  This 
directly impacts our water levels in Indian Wells which also services Searles Valleys! 

It’s time for LA to install desalination plants and abandon the LA aqueducts! 
The above picture, starting at top-left-hand corner, shows natural water flow to Mono Lake being inter-
rupted (dashed line) by LADWP “taking” water and sending it to the Lake Crowley incoming natural 
water flow.  Then, the flow from Crowley Lake continues down Owens River to the location between 

Big Pine and Lone Pine where the LA Aqueduct diverts the bulk of that water into their aqueducts.   
 

This “taking” of water by LA from the refill water to Mono Lake has resulted in a second lawsuit re-
garding this same issue.  LA lost the first lawsuit a few years back and were forced to stop “taking” from 
Mono Lake.    LA tried to defy that first court decision but were caught.  This second lawsuit was filed 

in July, 2018, and has not yet come to conclusion. 
 

Remember, Folks, it is the fact that LA is “taking” our water which is why we have any problems 
with our own IWV aquifer refill!  We are NOT a “closed basin!” 

Our water “HAS ALWAYS” flowed down into our aquifer from the run-off all along our eastern 
Sierras for thousands, if not millions, of years BEFOR LADWP started taking our water 

We repeat this 
page which 
also appears 
in some of 

our 
 newsletters 

since  
2016. 

 
We cannot let 

our guard 
and our fight 
down until we 
finish the job 
of sending LA 

to 
desalination 
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On June 21, 2019, The U.S. Supreme Court Ruled That Property Owners May Sue in Federal Court 
Without Seeking a Just Compensation Remedy in State Court First!   

 
Also remember that when we land owners sue through the CA State system, we pay twice!  Once for our 

own lawyers and a second time for the lawyers who are representing the State of California who are 
paid by our" TAX PAYERS’ $’s.  Bringing a  Class-Action Suit at the Federal Level should be negotiat-

ed for the lawyers’ payment to be by contingency so their payment is made from whatever settlement 
they win and we land owners are only forced to pay the CA Government legal costs with our CA tax $’s. 

 

Updated September 15, 2020 
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Please share this Newsletter with your friends and acquaintances.   
Also, you may add your replies and/or additional  

information for inclusion in our next edition...send to:  
 lorrysda@gmail.com  

Or snail mail to: Lorry Wagner, 8222 Athel, Inyokern, CA 93527 

lorrysda@gmail.com 
Telephone:  760-377-5579 

 
 You can download a copy of this and all previous newsletters to read or  print out for  additional 

copies which are available on our own webpage at the below link:  
http://www.sdarabians.com/CAWaterGovernmentInterference.html 

 

Below is  contact information for the editor of this newsletter and our own website..   

  
  

We are seeking Attorney Firms that will take on our fight with a Class-Action Law Suit 
against CA Government for breaking our CA State Constitution through Proposition 4 
(1979) which requires the CA Government to pay all costs for any of their mandated re-
quirements sent down to Counties, Cities, other entities, etc. plus the new U.S. Supreme 

Court changes to property-owners water rights. 
 

We also believe any competent legal firm will be able to add several more illegal  
actions by both our CA Government and their  

State Groundwater Sustainability Authority management to any law suit! 
 

We believe a Class Action Law Suit would be the proper path to take and as per the new 
provisions by the U.S. Supreme Court, any such law suit should be filed at the Federal 

legal level and moved on up to the 
 U.S. Supreme Court if necessary! 

 
Please contact the Attorney Firms in you area and get back to us. 

Contact from any legal firm is welcome...we will gladly answer all questions! 
 

We understand no action can be taken “UNTIL” we, the people can justify the facts that 
California’s breaking our CA Constitution has jeopardized/damaged, etc. we, who live here 

and have been hit by California’s unlawful actions. 
 

So far we, the people here in the IWV have just received “threats” of all this “charging 
us for our water.”  As soon as these “threats turn into reality, we will move forward. 

 
However, across California all the other Business and Private Citizen lawsuits have been 
filed in California by California attorneys; i.e., total waste of time and $’s.  Those private 
citizens bringing law suits should have been encouraged to file Class Action.  Perhaps it 

is not too late for them if we can get word to them!  If our readers know of anyone in 
that situation, please share our information.  We have to STOP this intrusion by CA.! 
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